
SFCTA Info <info@sfcta.org>

Bulkley - Re: your FB page - Re: SFCTA: Reject $100K wasteful Jane Warner Plaza
plan from Mandelman.
MICHAEL PETRELIS <mpetrelis@aol.com> Wed, Jun 26, 2024 at 1:15 PM
To: "info@sfcta.org" <info@sfcta.org>, "Amy.Saeyang@sfcta.org" <amy.saeyang@sfcta.org>, "Amy.Saeyang@sfgov.org"
<amy.saeyang@sfgov.org>, "Elsbernd Sean (MYR)" <sean.elsbernd@sfgov.org>, "Breed Mayor London (MYR)"
<mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>, "Breed London (MYR)" <london.breed@sfgov.org>, "Mandelman Rafael (BOS)"
<rafael.mandelman@sfgov.org>
Cc: Harry Breaux <hbreaux94114@icloud.com>, David Ayerdi <david.ayerdi@sothebys.realty>, Isak Lindenauer
<isaklindenauer@gmail.com>, "tips@hoodline.com" <tips@hoodline.com>, "Thongsavat Adam (BOS)"
<adam.thongsavat@sfgov.org>, "Quintana Sergio (NBCUniversal)" <sergio.quintana@nbcuni.com>, Castro Merchants
<info@castromerchants.com>, Andrea Aiello <andrea@castrocbd.org>, Terry Asten Bennett <terry@cliffsvariety.com>,
"editor@sfbaytimes.com" <editor@sfbaytimes.com>, Michael Yamashita <m.yamashita@ebar.com>, DENNIS ZIEBELL
<dzbp@aol.com>, Oscar Almeyda-Dunbar <oscar.almeyda-dunbar@bofa.com>, Tina Aguirre <taguirre@castrolgbtq.org>,
"alex@thefrisc.com" <alex@thefrisc.com>, Billy Lemon Husband Is Michael <wlemon@castrocountryclub.org>, Max Khusid
<maxim.khusid@gmail.com>, Ralph Hibbs <ralph.hibbs@gmail.com>, "Ho Calvin (BOS)" <calvin.ho@sfgov.org>, Dtna Info
<info@dtna.org>, "Schneider Ian (DPW)" <ian.schneider@sfdpw.org>, "Bulkley William (DPW)" <william.bulkley@sfdpw.org>,
"Gordon Rachel (DPW)" <rachel.gordon@sfdpw.org>

Dear Amy Saeyang,

The SFCTA CAC needs to be made aware that William Bulkley, the LGBTQ planner for SF DPW
who concocted the fantasy Jane Warner Plan, failed to hold a single public meeting open to all. 

In your document under consideration today, in the the Outreach section, you'll see that the fact no
such meeting took place is omitted.

While stakeholders's and merchants' only meetings among Bulkley's friends have some value, that
is no reason for him to completely exclude the general public from having a meeting with him as he
developed the plan.

The outrageous lack of transparency and engagement with *all* users of Jane Warner Plaza are
reasons for your group to reject the final plan.

Regards,
Michael Petrelis
Friends of Jane Warner Plaza
San Francisco, CA
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On Wednesday, June 26, 2024 at 01:02:13 PM PDT, MICHAEL PETRELIS <mpetrelis@aol.com> wrote:

Hello Amy Sawyang,

To guarantee our objections to the fantasy and wasteful $100,000 plan are incorporated into the
minutes for today's meeting, I've posted our letter to your Facebook page.

Regards,
Michael Petrelis
Friends of Jane Warner Plaza
San Francisco , CA
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On Wednesday, June 26, 2024 at 12:56:48 PM PDT, MICHAEL PETRELIS <mpetrelis@aol.com> wrote:

Dear Amy Saeyang,

I ask that you include this written statement in your minutes for today's SF County 
Transportation Authority meeting of your citizen's advisory board. Please confirm receipt of 
this note by the close of business today. Thanks. -Michael Petrelis

To the SFCTA CAC,

The Friends of Jane Warner Plaza request that you reject the fantasy plan as shown in the 
final report. The $100,000 spent on creating a proposal for improvements in 5-10 years would 
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have been better allocated for patching potholes posing dangers today to pedestrians, for 
example. 

There wasn't a single open to the public meeting held and we reject the bogus claim that 
community outreach was performed. Meeting behind closed doors, with an invitation only 
policy for businesses and other City agencies was protested by our group. 

Our current concerns over public safety and lack of activation by the Castro CBD and the 
Castro LGBTQ Cultural District, both directly funded by the the City, were never part of the 
community feedback to the planners.

Why were the SF DPW planners, Rafael Mandelman, the benefit and cultural districts, all 
afraid to present their plan to the general public? The plan wasted valuable public dollars and 
hours of public servants, which has contributed the diminishment of vibrancy at Jane Warner 
Plaza.

Please reject the fantasy plan and better appropriate funds for this deplorable public space in 
the future.

Regards, 
Michael Petrelis
Friends of Jane Warner Plaza
San Francisco, CA

-
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